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Abstract: Groundwater is a much safer and more dependable source of drinking water than surface water. However, natural (geogenic) hazardous elements can contaminate groundwater and lead to severe health problems in consumers. Arsenic concentrations exceeding the WHO drinking water guideline of 10 μg/L globally affect over 220 million people and can cause arsenicosis (skin lesions and cancers). Fluoride, while preventing caries at low concentrations, has detrimental effects when above the WHO drinking water guideline of 1.5 mg/L and puts several hundred million people at risk of dental and skeletal fluorosis. In this article, we report on the geochemistry and occurrence of arsenic and fluoride in groundwater and on the development of global and regional risk maps that help alert governments and water providers to take appropriate mitigation measures for the provision of safe drinking water. We then summarize research on the removal of arsenic and fluoride from drinking water, focusing on adapted technologies for water treatment. Finally, we discuss the applicability of various measures in a larger context and future challenges in reaching the goal of access to safe drinking water for all.
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drinking water became the norm in industrialized countries, two billion people out of a global population of 7.8 billion still have no or only limited access to safe drinking water. Universal and equitable access to safe and affordable drinking water by 2030 is a target of the United Nations Organization under its Sustainable Development Goal 6, “Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all.”[1]

Groundwater is the largest source of liquid freshwater on Earth (69% of fresh water is in icecaps, 30% in groundwater, and 1% in surface waters).[2] With increasing population densities and pollution of surface waters, groundwater has become the major source of drinking water in most countries. Groundwater usually provides a more steady supply of drinking water than seasonally variable lakes, rivers and ponds and is increasingly also used for irrigation. However, large-scale groundwater abstraction in the last decades is threatening groundwater resources around the world, and may lead to groundwater scarcity and water quality issues.[3]

Due to natural barriers between surface and groundwater and the natural filtering properties of fine-grained sediments in aquifers, groundwater usually has much lower concentrations of pathogens than surface water. Due to the intense interaction between groundwater and aquifer materials, the chemical quality of groundwater is determined by the solubility of minerals and chemical reactions that control the release of main and trace elements from aquifer materials. The main elements calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg), sodium (Na) and potassium (K) occur in groundwater in a wide range of concentrations, from a few to several hundred mg/L, and are beneficial to health and enhance the taste of drinking water. Conversely, geogenic contaminants are unwanted and potentially toxic elements that are naturally present in aquifer materials and are released to groundwater under certain conditions. The most widespread and toxic geogenic contaminants are arsenic (As), mainly in the form of arsenite and/or arsenate and fluorine (F) in the form of fluoride, both affecting hundreds of millions of people worldwide. Additional widespread geogenic groundwater contaminants are manganese (Mn), uranium (U), radium (Ra), and to a lesser extent, selenium (Se) and thallium (Tl). Dissolved Fe(II) is unwanted because of water taste and aesthetics, but is easily removed by aeration and is not toxic. Manganese and selenium are essential elements at low concentrations but can be toxic at higher concentrations. Another widespread problem is high salinity that can render otherwise acceptable drinking water unsuitable.

Arsenic concentrations in groundwater resources frequently exceed 10 μg/L, the drinking water limit set by the World Health Organization (WHO), the EU, US, Switzerland and most other countries. Concentrations of geogenic As in groundwater that are 10–100 fold higher lead to chronic As poisoning and cancers affecting millions of people. Worldwide, more than 220 million people consume groundwater with As concentrations above 10 μg/L.[4] In many affected regions, As concentrations reach hundreds of 100 μg/L. Fluoride in excess of the international limit of 1.5 mg/L can cause tooth decay and skeletal fluorosis. It was estimated that over 260 million people[5] are affected by groundwater used for consumption with fluoride above 1.5 mg/L, 120 million in India alone, with concentrations frequently from 5–20 mg/L.[6] Other geogenic contaminants, such as U, Ra, Tl, and excess Mn, have various detrimental health effects and affect an unknown number of people worldwide.

Over the last two decades, researchers at the Swiss Federal Institute of Aquatic Science and Technology (Eawag) have studied the geochemistry and occurrence of inorganic and organic compounds in sediments, soils and water, including ground, surface, drinking, waste and atmospheric water. Research at Eawag addresses both natural environments (groundwater, lakes, rivers) and technical systems (drinking- and wastewater treatment facilities). With the discovery of widespread As contamination of groundwaters in West Bengal and Bangladesh in the early 1990s, Eawag scientists started research on As removal from drinking water in Bangladesh and on the assessment of As contamination in Vietnam in 1998. Research on fluoride removal and the development of global scale risk maps started in 2002.

Although the authors of this article have actively studied several chemicals of geogenic origin that are frequent contaminants of groundwater (As, F, Mn, U, Cr, Se, or Tl), this paper focuses on As, and to a lesser extent, on F, because these two geogenic groundwater contaminants affect the largest number of people globally. This paper does not intend to review all research on geogenic contamination of groundwaters, but summarizes our Sandmeyer Award 2019 lectures and, therefore, primarily focuses on our own studies. We emphasize that this work is only a small fraction of contributions by the international research community in a large effort to understand and mitigate geogenic groundwater contamination. The work described in this article would not have been possible without the previous and concurrent work of numerous researchers worldwide and without collaborations and interactions with many colleagues.

2. Arsenic: Geochemistry, Distribution in Water and Soils, and Mitigation

2.1 Arsenic in Groundwater

Arsenic, an infamous poison for centuries, was discovered as a widespread natural (geogenic) contaminant in groundwater in Taiwan and Chile in 1960–1970. In the early 1990s, when groundwater was already widely used as drinking water in the Bengal Basin, the widespread As contamination of the groundwaters was first discovered in neighboring West Bengal (India) and shortly thereafter in Bangladesh. The switch from surface water to groundwater from 1970–1990 in Bangladesh is an example of both the benefits of groundwater as a drinking water resource and the dangers of using groundwater without proper monitoring. It resulted in a strong reduction of diarrheal disease outbreaks and the death of millions before 1970, but also in the unintended exposure of Bangladesh’s rural population to As.

After the discovery of As in groundwaters of West Bengal and Bangladesh, researchers of the University College of London[7] and other groups studied the source and the extent of the As contamination in groundwater in Bangladesh. The British Geological Survey (BGS) conducted and published an extensive survey.[8] It was found that 30–50 million people in Bangladesh were affected by what was described in the WHO Bulletin as the “largest poisoning of a population in history.”[9] The toxicity of As and the development of limits for As in drinking water have been reviewed, among others, by Floran[10] and by Schmidt.[11]
2.2 Geochemistry, Sources, and Distribution of Arsenic in River Deltas

The primary sources of geogenic As are minerals of various classes, but it is thought that As sulfides (As-rich pyrite (FeS$_2$), arsenopyrite (FeAsS), orpiment (As$_2$S$_3$), and realgar (AsS$_2$)) are the main primary sources of As, in addition to other complex sulfides, containing not only As (and Fe) but also transition metals such as Co, Ni, and Cu.$^{[12]}$ These sulfide minerals occur primarily in hydrothermal and magmatic ore deposits. When primary minerals are eroded and weathered under oxidic conditions, As is oxidized to arsenite (As(III)) and finally to arsenate (As(V)), and is transported through rivers to sedimentary basins. Fig. 1 illustrates the pathway of As from primary rock minerals to aquifer sediments, with information on As speciation along a profile, for example, from the Himalayan mountain range to the low-lying plains of the Bengal Delta.

Due to the high charge and small radius of As$^{3+}$ and As$^{5+}$, As(III) and As(V) in solution occur mainly as oxyanions. In groundwater, As is mainly present in inorganic forms, i.e., As(III), referred to as arsenite, occurring as H$_2$AsO$_3$ or H$_2$AsO$_4^-$, depending on the pH, and As(V), referred to as arsenate, occurring as H$_3$AsO$_4$, H$_2$AsO$_4^-$, HAsO$_4^{2-}$ or AsO$_4^{3-}$, from acidic to alkaline conditions. The Pourbaix diagram (E$_h$-pH diagram) in Fig. 2 shows that at common environmental pH values (pH 5–8), As(III) mainly occurs as uncharged H$_2$AsO$_3$ and As(V) as negatively charged H$_2$AsO$_4^-$ and HAsO$_4^{2-}$. Therefore, As(III) has relatively weak interactions with Fe(III) hydroxides, oxyhydroxides and oxides, from here on referred to as Fe(III)(hydr)oxides, explaining its solubility and mobility in groundwater. In contrast, anionic As(V) strongly sorbs to Fe(III)(hydr)oxides and other mineral surfaces and, therefore, strongly partitions to the solid phase (e.g., in aquifer sediments and in Fe-based filter materials).

In the flatter and low-lying part of the Bengal delta, groundwater flow is sluggish, and natural organic matter (NOM) in relatively young aquifer sediments is abundantly available. These widespread environmental characteristics lead to chemically reducing conditions, under which microbially-driven reduction of strongly sorbing As(V) to poorly sorbing As(III) and reduction of Fe(III) to Fe(II) are coupled to the oxidation of NOM in the aquifer. The reduction of Fe(III)(hydr)oxides, the main sorbents for As, leads to the release of Fe$^{2+}$ into groundwater and the dissolution of the main substrate for As(V) adsorption. The reduction of As(V) and Fe(III) thus trigger the release of As(III), the most mobile and toxic form of As, into groundwater. As the mobilization of As from the sedimentary phase into the groundwater involves both reduction and dissolution of the main host minerals Fe(III), this process is referred to as reductive mobilization. A second process that leads to As mobilization, and is more important under oxic conditions, is due to the development of high pH (> 8.5) conditions in semi-arid or arid environments caused by mineral weathering and high evaporation rates. The high pH leads to the desorption of As(V) species and other anion-forming elements from mineral oxides.$^{[14]}$

This second mechanism is referred to as high-pH environments later on in the text. However, most of the research described here is related to As(III) release via reductive dissolution of Fe(III)(hydr) oxides (low-Eh environments). Previous studies have found that elevated As levels in many areas in SE Asia are present in sedimentary deposits from the Holocene epoch (last ~10’000 years), which are characterized by relatively high contents of NOM and fresh mineral phases with high sorption capacities for As (mainly as As(V)). Older aquifers from the Pleistocene epoch (1.8 million – 10’000 years ago), are generally low in As, as these aquifers are characterized by less reducing conditions and weathered sediments where sorbed As has already been flushed out.$^{[15,16]}$ If sulfate (SO$_4^{2-}$) is present in highly reducing aquifers, sulfate reduction can lead to the formation of insoluble As-sulfides, and As(III) is removed from the aqueous phase. Thus, in reducing groundwaters with high sulfate concentrations, dissolved As concentrations are usually low.$^{[17]}$
2.3 Arsenic Concentrations in Groundwater on Regional Scales

To obtain an overview of the distribution of As concentrations in groundwater in a specific region, groundwater quality surveys have proven to be essential. The first broad-scale survey was conducted in Bangladesh by BGS/DPHE in 1998–2001 (see Fig. 3). Typically, in these surveys, groundwater samples are collected at a predefined spatial scheme (e.g., in Fig. 3, 1 sample per 37 km²) and subsequently analyzed in the laboratory by spectrometric or spectroscopic methods or directly in the field with test kits. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the concentrations of As in tubewells are generally higher in southern regions of Bangladesh, however, looking at a smaller scale, it becomes evident that As levels can be highly heterogeneous on a regional level and even within villages. This heterogeneity could be explained by different wells tapping different aquifers at different depths, but also by other variables with small-scale variation such as hydrology, redox conditions, and differences in sediment and/or NOM composition.

Shortly after the initial reports of the As crisis in Bangladesh were published, Berg et al.,[18] in a Swiss-Vietnamese collaboration, conducted a groundwater quality survey in Hanoi and the Red River (RR) delta in Vietnam (Fig. 4). The survey was inspired by the geological similarities between the Bengal and RR Deltas and indeed, widespread arsenic contamination was found in the RR Delta and later also in the Mekong Delta in Vietnam and Cambodia, which also proved to be a hotspot of As as well as of Mn.[15,17,19]
2.4 Geochemical Modeling and Risk Maps

Although known for almost two decades, the investigation of groundwater geogenic contamination has been fragmented, relying on research initiatives scattered around the world. However, a deeper geochemical understanding of the process and the availability of groundwater data from regional/country-wide surveys enabled the geostatistical modeling and construction of predictive maps that pinpoint the risk of geogenic As contamination. These risk maps, indicating probabilities of As concentrations exceeding 10 μg/L, have since been adopted by water and health authorities to raise awareness of contaminated groundwater, particularly where groundwater quality has never been assessed (e.g., in Sumatra[16,20], Cambodia[21], and South Louisiana[23]).

Creating these probability maps was enabled by the development of novel geostatistical modeling procedures using logistic regression, thereby combining expert geochemical knowledge with water quality measurements and relevant geospatial parameters.[23–26] This procedure is different from other approaches where interpolation (e.g., kriging) is used without accounting for geochemical processes.[21,26]

The geospatial data in this modeling approach is used as proxies that represent the natural causes of elevated As or F concentrations in groundwater. For example, Holocene geology and aquifers enriched in NOM are reflected by proxies like sedimentary depositional environments, soil properties, and topography (Fig. 5).

Fig. 6 shows probability maps that were developed at regional to global scales. In 2008, Amini et al.[24] created the first global predictive maps for As, differentiating between low-Eh and high-pH environments (Fig. 6a), using some 20,000 points of measured groundwater As concentrations from mainly South and Southeast (SE) Asia, Europe, and the US. Further development of this approach was successfully applied to the sub-continental scales of SE Asia, Europe, and the US. Furthermore, mechanisms of As contamination were also studied in the Pannonian basin in Hungary and Romania,[23] in Pakistan[33] India,[6] Burkina Faso[34] and the Amazon Basin.[35]

Fig. 5. Construction of risk maps based on information in available geographic information systems (GIS) on geology, soils types, subsoils, climate (precipitation, temperature, humidity) and knowledge of the geochemical reactions that lead to As release (also see Fig. 15). The most important factors are reducing aquifers, organic-rich sediments, young (Holocene) sediments and low-lying areas (young river deltas). Statistical relationships between variables are determined with logistic regression and calibration with measured As concentrations. Figures partly based on Winkel et al.[20]

2.5 Irrigation with As-containing Ground Water and Transfer of As to Soils and Rice

Bangladesh and other SE-Asian countries largely rely on domestic rice production to feed their populations. Over the last half century, rice production in Bangladesh shifted from rain-fed wet-season rice to high-yielding dry-season rice varieties whose production depends on irrigation with groundwater. Through the large-scale pumping of shallow and often As-rich groundwater into paddy fields, As can accumulate in paddy soils and be transferred into the food chain. The intake of As via rice and other crops therefore represents another threat to people’s health. In 2007, around 38% of the area of Bangladesh (70% of the area used for food production) was irrigated with groundwater, transferring an estimated 1360 tons of As to paddy fields in Bangladesh each year. In a collaboration with ETH Zurich from 2007 to 2010, we studied the extent to which irrigation leads to the accumulation of As in soil and As transfer into rice at a field site 35 km south of Dhaka, where fields at this time were already being irrigated for about 15 years with water containing 400 μg/L As. Our field data confirmed the hypothesis, that As inputs into paddy fields are spatially heterogeneous and decrease with increasing distance.
from the irrigation water source, due to precipitation of Fe(iii) (hydr)oxides with sorbed As along flow paths. Furthermore, we were able to show that irrigation leads to a marked increase in paddy soil As contents, which is partly attenuated by As leaching into deeper soil layers during irrigation or by As release into overlying floodwater during the monsoon season. Based on these results, As levels could be projected to increase further until an equilibrium between irrigation input and leaching losses is reached. Research on As uptake by rice further showed that current and projected future soil As contents lead to As contents in rice that pose a threat to human health, and may partly offset the reduction of As exposure achieved by treatment of drinking water. Furthermore, rising As contents in paddy soils can lead to significantly lower rice yields, with an estimated loss of 1.4–4.9 million tons annually (7–26% of the boro harvest).

### 2.6 Arsenic Removal from Drinking Water

#### 2.6.1 Overview of As-removal Methods

A range of As-removal methods has been developed and applied previously, i.e. in Taiwan during the 1950s and in Chile during the 1970s. To meet the former limit for As of 50 μg/L and the new limit of currently 10 μg/L, As-removal methods are applied on all continents. Experiences with As-removal technologies and practical constraints are described and reviewed in Hering et al. in 2017. Common to all currently applied methods is the oxidation of As(III) to the more strongly binding pentavalent As(V) and the sorption or co-precipitation of As(V) with Fe(iii)(hydr)oxides. Less commonly applied are aluminum salts and Al(hydr)oxides. Fe(iii)(hydr)oxides are preferred because i) they adsorb As(V) over a larger pH range, ii) dissolved or colloidal residual Fe is easily seen as a brown coloration of the water, and iii) Fe is not connected to possible health concerns as is the case for Al. Fe(iii)(hydr)oxides are pre-fabricated and used in granular form in filters, produced in situ by the addition and hydrolysis of Fe(iii) salts, or by the addition of Fe(ii) salts with subsequent oxidation with air to Fe(iii). The procedures are shown schematically in Fig. 7.

There are many variations of the basic removal steps. Some water treatment plants use biological oxidation of As(III) and Mn(II) in a sand column (instead of chemical oxidation), followed by precipitation of As(V) by the addition of FeCl₃. Very large treatment plants usually use the more cost-effective method of precipitation, while medium to smaller plants prefer fixed bed columns.

### Fig. 6. Probability maps of As concentrations exceeding 10 μg/L in groundwater on global to regional scales. a) Global predictions for both reducing and non-reducing/high-pH aquifer conditions, b) SE Asia and Bangladesh, and c) risk of As pollution modelled in three dimensions for the entire RR Delta (Vietnam), illustrated at 10 m depth intervals. The guideline concentration of the World Health Organisation (WHO) for arsenic in drinking water is 10 μg/L.
2.6.2 As-removal with Adapted and Low-cost Technologies

Eawag researchers started working on As removal in Bangladesh and Vietnam, immediately after the discovery of widespread As contamination in these countries. The challenge in Bangladesh and Vietnam was to achieve As removal with inexpensive methods and locally available materials. Sand filters have been used in Vietnam traditionally to remove the often very high concentrations of Fe(II) from groundwater. The team of Michael Berg and Vietnamese researchers showed that household and community scale sand filters used to remove Fe(II) can be optimized to also effectively remove As. Arsenic removal with naturally present Fe is also used in large water treatment facilities in Hanoi. The mechanisms for As removal in sand filters are described in Fig. 8.

Initially, dissolved Fe(II) is oxidized by oxygen to Fe(III), which quickly forms insoluble Fe(III)(hydr)oxides that coat the sand grains. Subsequently, such coatings catalyze further oxidation and precipitation of Fe. The oxidation of Fe(II) triggers the formation of reactive oxygen species, such as hydroxy radicals, which can oxidize As(III) to more strongly adsorbable As(V) and - to a lesser extent - As(III) then adsorb to the coated sand particles where As remains immobilized under oxic conditions. In other words, a sand filter reverses the process of As release occurring in anoxic groundwater.

Arsenic removal in Bangladesh has turned out to be more challenging for various reasons. One reason is economic and political: The large cities of Dhaka and Chittagong are not affected, because they are located on Pleistocene terraces with low dissolved As concentrations in groundwater. Strongly affected are the rural regions of Bangladesh, where the water supply is decentralized and infrastructures for water treatment and As removal are not available. An important difference for As removal is the chemical composition of the groundwater: Natural Fe(II) concentrations (which help As removal) are, on average, much lower in Bangladesh than in Vietnam; and the concentrations of phosphate (PO$_4^{3-}$), which competes with arsenate for adsorption and removal, are high. The relative concentrations and the consequence for As-removal are illustrated in Fig. 9.

In an attempt to achieve acceptable As removal without the need for chemicals and complex procedures, we studied various options. Based on the successful solar water disinfection by exposure of water in clear PET-bottles to sunlight and previous studies on photochemical production of oxidants from Fe(III)-organic complexes, we developed a simple method with photochemically induced oxidation of As(III) to As(V) and concurrent adsorption of As(V) on precipitated Fe(III)(hydr)oxides. Addition of citrate (in the form of a few drops of lemon juice added per liter of water) leads to formation of Fe(III) citrate complexes. These complexes are photolyzed with high quantum yields and lead to increased formation of Fe(II) and H$_2$O$_2$ and finally OH-radicals or Fe(IV) in the subsequent Fenton reaction. Although the method works well in water with more than 8 mg/L Fe(II), it could not be broadly recommended in Bangladesh because Fe(II) concentrations were too low and competing phosphate concentrations were often too high. What was needed was an additional source of Fe(II) or Fe(III) and an oxidant.

In a detailed study on the oxidation of Fe(II) in aerated As(III)-containing water, we discovered that As(III) is co-oxidized with the oxidation of Fe(II) by dissolved O$_2$. A reaction scheme derived from kinetic modeling is shown in Fig. 10. At circumneutral pH, predominantly Fe(IV), instead of *OH, is formed in the Fenton reaction. Fe(IV) is a more selective oxidant for As(III) than *OH, but it also reacts with Fe(II). The oxidation of As(III) in groundwater with initially present Fe(II) is limited to about 30%. A higher fraction of As(III) can be oxidized when Fe(II) is added in several smaller portions. Optimal oxidation is achieved by continuous slow addition of Fe(II) to keep steady state concentrations of Fe(II) low, so that Fe(IV) predominantly reacts with As(III).

2.6.3 As-removal with Metallic (Zero-valent) Iron

Instead of the slow addition of Fe(II), metallic iron (zero-valent iron, ZVI) is an ideal continuous source of Fe(II) when in contact with a flow of carbonate-containing oxic water at pH 7.0. As(III) can be efficiently oxidized and sorbed on forming Fe(III)(hydr)oxides by treatment with ZVI in batch reactors or...
in columns (Fig. 11).\textsuperscript{[41,48]} ZVI columns can also remove other As species that can occur in groundwater, such as monothioarsenate.\textsuperscript{[49]}

A successful filter, based on a layer of ZVI between two sand layers, the so-called SONO filter, was developed by Hussam and Munir.\textsuperscript{[50]} Together with the producers of the SONO filters, we studied the influence of water composition and the mechanisms for As removal in new and old filters in field and laboratory studies (Fig. 12).\textsuperscript{[51]} Over 400,000 filters have been produced and deployed in Bangladesh, but due to priorities given to deep tubewells as an alternative source of drinking water, the use of SONO filters has declined in recent years.\textsuperscript{[52]}

2.6.4 Structure and Arsenic-binding of Iron Precipitates

The removal of As from drinking water, as well as the environmental cycling of As and its transfer into plants, largely depend on the binding of As onto Fe precipitates that dynamically form, transform and dissolve over redox transitions in aquifers and soils. The structure of Fe-precipitates formed by the oxygenation of anoxic waters is affected by solutes, such as phosphate and silicate, that interfere with Fe polymerization, as well as by major cations like Ca that modify the interactions between oxyanions and Fe and also alter the colloidal properties of the formed solids. A detailed mechanistic understanding of these processes is essential for the robust and targeted assessment of risks and the development of suitable mitigation strategies.

At Eawag, we performed extensive laboratory studies to assess how phosphate, silicate, and Ca interdependently affect the formation of Fe oxidation products and their transformation over time, and assessed the consequences for As removal by oxidation and precipitation of dissolved Fe(II),\textsuperscript{[53]} for As retention by Fe oxidation products upon aging,\textsuperscript{[54]} and for As removal in sand filters.\textsuperscript{[55]} Some key findings are summarized in Fig. 13a: When dissolved Fe\textsuperscript{2+} is oxidized in phosphate-containing water, phosphate strongly interferes with Fe(III) polymerization and induces the formation of amorphous Fe(III)-phosphate with limited As uptake capacity. Ca-Fe-phosphate formed in Ca- and P-containing water incorporates more P per Fe, which consequently also favors As removal. Furthermore, Ca-Fe-phosphate is more stable over time than Fe-phosphate, positively affecting As sequestration in the longer term. In water with low initial phosphate concentrations, or after depletion of dissolved phosphate by (Ca-) Fe(III)-phosphate formation, silicate promotes the formation of ferrihydrite-type solids with high oxyanion sorption capacity and inhibits the formation of more crystalline Fe oxides with lower sorption capacity. Thereby, silicate enhances As uptake and retention by Fe solids formed at lower initial P/Fe ratios in solution.\textsuperscript{[54]}

As shown in Fig. 13b, the effects of P, Ca and Si on precipitate structure are reflected in substantial variations in As(v) removal efficiency and orders-of-magnitude differences in residual dis-

![Fig. 10. Co-oxidation of As(III) with Fe(II). Dissolved O\textsubscript{2} is reduced by Fe(II) in four steps, with formation of the intermediates O\textsubscript{2-}, H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2} and *OH, whereby above pH 6, predominantly Fe(II) is formed in the reaction of H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2} with Fe(II) (Fenton reaction). With only initially present Fe(II), the fraction of oxidized As(III) is limited by the competitive consumption of Fe(II) by As(III) and Fe(II). Complete oxidation of As(III) to As(V) can be achieved by slow and continuous addition of Fe(II). Figure from Hug and Leupin.\textsuperscript{[43]}](image1)

![Fig. 9. Differences in Fe(iii) and phosphate concentrations in groundwater in Bangladesh and Vietnam and the resulting effects on As removal. A: molar concentrations of As, P (phosphate) and Fe (Fe(II)). B: molar ratio of [Fe]/[As] (blue bars) and Fe available for As removal (brown bars) left after phosphate is precipitated (1.2–1.8 Fe is needed to precipitate one P, depending on Ca concentrations). In the most affected regions in Bangladesh, Fe concentrations are too low for both P and As removal. Figure from Hug et al.\textsuperscript{[44]}](image2)
solved As(V) concentrations after As(V) removal by Fe oxidation and precipitation.

2.7 Alternative Water Resources, Deep Tubewells, High Concentrations of Manganese

Amongst various mitigation options, deep tubewells have become the preferred and government-recommended option in Bangladesh. Deep tubewells were defined as tubewells screened below the clay layer (often 110–130 m deep in the central and southern regions) separating the Holocene from the Pleistocene aquifers in Bangladesh. Brown sediments, indicating the presence of Fe(III)(hydr)oxides have usually been targeted as As-safe sediments. However, the composition of groundwater as a function of depth is complex. In the area of Bangladesh where we conducted the rice field studies, we found high Mn concentrations of 2–5 mg/L in water from brown sediments. Mn concentrations >0.4 mg/L can be neurotoxic, particularly to children. Manganese removal procedures are available and are applied in industrialized countries, as reviewed in several articles. However, most of these Mn-removal technologies are not applicable in rural regions of Bangladesh and elsewhere for the removal of Mn alone. The goal, therefore, was to find a depth range for deep tubewells in which both As and Mn concentrations are low. In a 2x2km² area around the field site, the optimal depth was solved As(V) concentrations after As(V) removal by Fe oxidation and precipitation.

Fig. 11. Metallic zero-valent iron (ZVI) as a source of Fe(II) and oxidants and Fe(III)(hydr)oxides for As removal. Corrosion of ZVI in contact with flowing oxic water leads to continuous formation of Fe(II) and low concentrations of H₂O₂ and oxidants such as Fe(III) which efficiently oxidize As(III). As(V) is sorbed on continuously forming Fe(III)(hydr)oxide phases. Under stagnant conditions, dissolved O₂ is depleted and Fe(II) phases are transformed to mixed Fe(II,III) phases. Magnetite with incorporated As(V) was found to be the stable end product.

Fig. 12. Arsenic removal with ZVI-based iron and sand (SONO) filters. The upper bucket contains the active composite iron matrix (CIM) consisting of millimeter-sized iron scrap particles, located between two layers of sand. In water with high Fe(II) concentrations, As is partly removed in the upper sand layer. From all tested waters with various As, Fe, P and Ca concentrations, As was removed to >95% in the CIM layer and in the subsequent bucket (filled with sand to remove residual particles) to below the Bangladesh limit of 50 µg/L and mostly also to below 10 µg/L. Figure adapted from Neumann et al.¹⁵
150–180 m, with light-grey to white sediments,[60] but the optimal depth varies from region to region. The quality of water in deep sediments and different layers has been subsequently studied in more detail by other researchers;[61] however, finding the optimal depth for tubewells is still a challenge for drillers. High concentrations of Mn have also been detected in Cambodian[15] and Peru.[35]

### 2.8 Meeting Drinking Water Limits for As in Switzerland

Elevated levels of geochemical elements also occur in Switzerland. Until 2014, the limit for As in drinking water in Switzerland was 50 μg/L. Concentrations of As from 10–50 μg/L are quite frequently found in ground- and spring water in the alpine regions of Switzerland in the cantons of Grisons, Valais and Ticino.[62] Although As concentrations of up to several 100 μg/L may occur in springs used by private owners, concentrations in communal water supply stations rarely exceed 50 μg/L. Where higher concentrations in communal water supplies have been reported, for example close to a gold mine in Astano, Ticino, the affected sources were no longer used and drinking water was supplied by other, non-affected communities.[63]

In 2014, the limit for As in drinking water in Switzerland was lowered to 10 μg/L, to be compliant with the limits recommended by the WHO and applied in most countries. At the same time, a new limit for U of 30 μg/L in Swiss drinking water was introduced, consistent with the limits in most countries.

With the new limits, concentrations of As and U were too high in a substantial number of communal water supplies. In 89 out of 1297 water samples from water sources in Valais, As concentrations exceeded 10 μg/L.[64] In 6 out of 5548 water samples collected across Switzerland, U exceeded 30 μg/L.[62] As a consequence of the new limits, a few dozen water suppliers in Valais and Grisons were required to take measures to comply with the limits, either by treatment or by finding alternative sources of water.

To assist water suppliers in selecting optimal treatment methods, Eawag and the Swiss Gas and Water Industry Association (SVGW) studied methods for the removal of As and U in different waters and wrote a guideline with recommendations.[65] To assess As and U removal in different waters, experiments were conducted with water from a community with 40–45 μg/L As and 28–35 μg/L U, amended with different concentrations of Ca²⁺, HCO₃⁻, and H₂SiO₄. In most affected communities, the source waters areoxic and As is present as As(III) and U as U(VI). An oxidation step is, therefore, not necessary. While As removal by adsorption to commercial Fe(III)(hydr)oxide adsorbents was not significantly influenced by water hardness, adsorption of U(VI) was stronger in soft water than in hard water. The reason for this is that U is present as negatively charged carbonate complexes, e.g., UO₂(CO₃)₂²⁻, which adsorb on Fe(III)(hydr)oxides, whereas neutral Ca₂UO₄(CO₃)₂ complexes, formed at higher concentrations of Ca²⁺, adsorb only weakly. For water suppliers, the adsorption of U to Fe(III)(hydr)oxides causes serious problems, because these adsorbents cannot be regenerated and U concentrations can quickly exceed the radioactivity limits for disposal of spent adsorbents in designated land fill deposits. For these reasons, U is usually removed with anion exchange resins, which can be regenerated. For waters that contain both excessive As and U, a two-step treatment is applied: U is removed first with a filter column containing anion exchanger, followed by a column containing Fe(III)(hydr)oxides for As removal, as shown in Fig. 14.
A community in Switzerland that took exemplary measures to remove As from up to 40 μg/L and U from up to 25 μg/L in source waters to concentrations well below the limits in their drinking water supply is Grächen.\cite{66} However, for As removal in other communities, even U concentrations several times below the limit of 30 μg/L can make a U-removal step necessary to avoid problems with As removal. Several water suppliers in Switzerland have thus carefully evaluated the relative costs of water treatment and alternative options, such as piping water from more distant sources or supplying small numbers of affected people with bottled water.\cite{67,68}

3. Fluoride in Groundwater: Risk Maps and Fluoride Removal

Fluoride in drinking water has a different history than As, as low concentrations in drinking water are beneficial. To prevent caries, fluoride has been added to drinking water in concentrations of, typically, 0.5–1.0 mg/L since the 1940s in the US and in many countries. However, the optimal range of concentrations for caries prevention is quite narrow. Addition of fluoride to drinking water was and is controversial, and many countries instead add fluoride to essential food supplements, typically to table salt. Concentrations of fluoride in drinking water in the higher mg/L range lead to dental and skeletal fluorosis.

3.1 Regional and Global Risk Maps for Elevated Concentrations of Fluoride

High F concentrations on a global scale have been reviewed in several articles.\cite{69–71} According to these, F occurs mainly in igneous intrusive and extrusive rocks as fluorite (CaF$_2$), in concentrations of 20–3600 ppm, and also as fluoroapatite (Ca$_5$(PO$_4$)$_3$F), micas, amphiboles and other minerals. High F concentrations thus occur in regions with underlying igneous and metamorphic rocks, and/or volcanic activity, combined with conditions favoring release of dissolved fluoride into groundwater, such as arid and semiarid (high pH) conditions. Areas where high F concentrations were found include the Pacific volcanic belt, cratonic areas in central Africa, Asia, and North and South America, the East African Rift Valley, large sedimentary basins in South America, China and arid regions in the Southwest of the US and in Mexico.\cite{72}

Since CaF$_2$ is the main source of F, high fluoride concentrations occur in groundwater with low Ca$^{2+}$ concentrations at high pH where Na$^+$ and HCO$_3^-$ dominate.\cite{73} F-rich minerals and conditions that lead to the release of fluoride to water have been taken into account in the development of fluoride risk maps. GIS-based information on granitic, sedimentary and volcanic rocks with high F contents, coupled with conditions for high pH below alkaline soils and high ratios of evapotranspiration over precipitation rates, indicate (among other factors) a high risk for fluoride contamination. Similarly as done for As, a global risk map for fluoride\cite{73} was developed using a geospatial modeling approach (see Fig. 15).\cite{74} Our global and regional risk maps are openly accessible on the GIS-based interactive Groundwater Assessment Platform (GAP, www.gapmaps.org).\cite{74}

3.2 Fluoride Removal

In order to remove F from water, various methods, such as adsorption on aluminum oxides,\cite{75} co-precipitation with aluminum oxide precipitates formed by the addition of Al$_2$(SO$_4$)$_3$, and lime (Nalgonda technique),\cite{76} electrocoagulation,\cite{77} synthetic and natural ion exchange resins,\cite{78} and membranes have been described and can be applied if the necessary materials and infrastructure are available.

Similarly to the situation with As, we aimed to develop methods that are able to remove fluoride with locally available materials. In low-income rural regions, the challenge is to find low-cost and locally available adsorbents.\cite{79} Annette Johnson and her group, together with scientists from Ethiopia, Burkina Faso, Kenya, and India have studied the applicability of bone char (consisting of hydroxyapatite (HAP) and other phosphates), which can be produced at low cost by calcination of animal bones at 400–600 °C. They studied fluoride removal with bone char in detail\cite{80} and tested the applicability for fluoride removal from drinking water in field studies, for example in Burkina Faso.\cite{81} Due to its composition and structure, bone char as well as synthetic HAP, efficiently remove fluoride by exchange with surface and partly structural hydroxyl groups:

$$\text{Ca}_{10}(PO_4)_{6}(OH)_2 + 2 F^- \rightarrow \text{Ca}_{10}(PO_4)_{6}F_2 + 2 OH^-$$

It was demonstrated that bonechar can be produced locally, that its application is well accepted, and that safe fluoride concentration below 1.5 mg/L can be reached with bonechar filters.\cite{81} However, due to often high fluoride concentrations (up to 26 mg/L in Ethiopia\cite{81}) bone char is usually exhausted after the filtration of only a few hundred bed volumes and then needs to be replaced. To prolong the lifetime of bone-char filters, Annette Johnson and her group tested the addition of calcium phosphate. With careful optimization of the composition and the shape of added phosphate...
pellets, the dissolution kinetics matched the continuous formation of new HAP (Fig. 16), and the lifetime of experimental filters could be extended to over 2500 bed volumes (manuscripts in preparation).

Fig. 16. Fluoride removal with contact precipitation. BC: bone char (HAP), with adsorption of F and dissolution of CaHPO₄/Ca(OH)₂ pellets leading to precipitation of more HAP and incorporation of F⁻.

4. Applicability and Acceptability of Mitigation Options, Challenges

Although this article is focused on science and technology, the success of water treatment methods and other mitigation options depends not only on scientific and engineering considerations, but also on social and economic factors. Eawag carries out research on all aspects of water-related issues and serves as a bridge between research and practice. With its interdisciplinary culture (70% natural sciences, 25% engineering sciences, 5% social sciences), Eawag is well positioned to cover the range of expertise required. In 2006, Annette Johnson initiated the Water Resource Quality (WRQ) project as an interdisciplinary collaboration of geoscientists, engineers, and social scientists. The project encompassed regional assessments of geogenic contamination with analysis of water samples from field surveys, risk modelling, and the development and assessment of mitigation options and communication strategies to support local authorities and institutions. An important aspect of the project was studies on the social acceptability of mitigation options based on interviews, questionnaires, and application of the Protection Motivation and Planned Behavior Theory. Examples are surveys that rate the social acceptability of As removal methods and switching from inexpensive shallow wells to more expensive shared deep tubewells. Another example is studies on the user-acceptability of fluoride removal methods in rural Ethiopia. Among many publications, a combined output of the Eawag WRQ project (2006–2012) is the freely downloadable handbook (https://www.eawag.ch/en/research/humanwelfare/drinkingwater/wrq/geogenic-contamination-handbook/). The handbook assists water suppliers, local governments, NGOs and all interested readers with recognizing, assessing and addressing geogenic pollution.

In addition, the online Groundwater Assessment Platform (GAP) was developed with support of the Swiss Agency of Development and Cooperation (SDC) to enable free and interactive access to the risk maps of geogenic contamination on global and regional scales. The maps can alert stakeholders and water suppliers to possible contamination of groundwater in their areas. Where risks are indicated, water resources should be tested and appropriate measures taken. Most industrial countries have already tested their water sources and have installed water treatment plants before GAP existed. However, in low-income countries with known large-scale and severe contaminations, such as in Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Cambodia, and in newly-indicated and verified regions in Peru, Bolivia or Burkina Faso, the provision of safe drinking water through water treatment or alternative water sources remains a challenge. In Bangladesh, 20 million people are still consuming water with As concentrations of hundreds of μg/L. Deep tubewells were not installed in sufficient numbers in some of the most affected regions or do not provide water of acceptable quality. Locally produced SONO filters reached a distribution of around 300‘000 a few years ago, but this number stagnated and declined due to lack of promotion and funding and, partly, acceptability. Further challenges are, for example, that Fe nail filters used in Nepal are currently not sufficiently efficient in removing As to the limits of 10 or 50 μg/L.[89] Remote villages in rural regions of Africa—for example in Burkina Faso—often have only one well with As concentration up to 1000 μg/L and lacking availability of commercial adsorbents or chemicals for water treatment. Researchers at many institutions continue to develop or optimize existing water treatment methods. For the removal of As, application of Fe in the form of nails, wire or Fe scrap, which are available at low cost virtually everywhere, is one of the more promising options. However, filter designs still have to be optimized for robustness and reliability with minimal maintenance. For fluoride removal, the application of bonechar or synthetic HAP, in combination with contact precipitation, is promising and needs to be further developed and optimized. Current projects are usually collaborations between scientists at universities in affected regions with scientists in industrialized countries. This allows for an optimal exchange of expertise and a combination of field and laboratory studies and measurements with advanced instrumentation. As a result of the combined efforts of researchers and non-academic partners, significant progress has been made over the last decades to ensure access to drinking water that is largely free of geogenic contaminants. However, further efforts on national and international levels are still required to meet the target of the UN Sustainable Development Goal 6 to provide access to safe drinking water for all by 2030.
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